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This invention relates to a well tool, and in particular 
concerns a device adapted to be inserted in a well bore 
for the purpose of dividing the bore laterally into two 
or more portions. In accordance with the invention, the 
principle thereof is embodied in the form of simple plug 
ging or packing tools, or in devices for sampling well 
?uids and/ or determining their nature and the conditions 
under which they exist within the‘ subterranean strata 
traversed by the well bore. ' 
The use of packers or plugs in well bores in connection 

with such operations as cementing, repressuring,‘ testing, 
etc., is well known, and a great variety of such tools has 
been proposed. All of such devices, however, comprise 
one or more sealing elements which are capable of being 
inserted into the well bore and expanded radially therein 
until they meet the walls of the bore or the well casing 
and engage the same in ?uid-tight relationship. Such 
packing elements have been actuated by mechanical or 
hydraulic means controlled from the ‘earth’s‘surface. ' " 

It is an object of the present invention to'provide a 
well tool comprising a sealing element which is actuated 
by pressure developed within the well bore. Another 
object is to provide a'device of such character in which 
the actuating pressure‘ is generated immediately adjaé 
cent the sealing element itself. A further object is to 
provide such a device in which the actuating pressure is 
that developedby a material when it undergoes a change 
in phase'from the solid to the liquid state. Other and 
related objects will be apparent from the following de 
tailed description of the invention, and various advan 
tages not speci?cally referred to herein will be appar 
ent to those skilled in the art upon' employment of the 
invention in practice. 

In the drawings which form a part of this application: 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of-a simple 

embodiment of the invention illustrating the principle 
thereof. ’) ' ' ' ' ' 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the device 
of Figure 1 after expansion of the sealing element there 
of. ' 

Figure 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of another 
embodiment of the invention in which multiple sealing 
elements are provided. ' 

Figure 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of a well tool 
embodying the principle of the invention and comprising 
a plurality of spaced sealing elements which serve to'dié ' 
vide a selected length of a well bore into a plurality of 
isolated portions. ‘ ‘ ' >' 

Figure 5‘ is a longitudinal sectional view of a modi? 
cation of the device of Figure 4. ‘ ‘ ' 

Figure‘ 6 is a longitudinal sectional view of a well-?uid 
testing device embodying the principle of the invention; 

Referring now to Figures 1 and 2, in which like nu 
merals designate like parts, the device there shown is a 
packer for closing oil the annulus between a well casing 
and tubing. Said packer consists of a mandrel or con 
duit 10 which constitutes the body portion of the device. 
Said body portion is provided with screw threads at its 
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upper end, whereby it maybe attached to and made a 
part of the well tubing string. ' Upper and lower retain 
ing, plates 11 and 12, ‘respectively, are rigidly af?xed to 
conduit 10 in parallel spaced relationship, and have out 
side diameters smaller than the inside diameter of well 
casing 13 in which the device'is to be employed. Annu 
lar ‘sealing ring 14,, normally having an outside diame 
ter smaller than the inside diameter of well casing 13 
and an inside diameter considerably larger than the out 
side diameter of 'conduit'lll but smaller than the outside 
diameter of plates 111 and 12, is held between'plates 11 
and 12 in sliding engagement with the opposed faces 
thereof. Sealing ring 14 is constructed of a resilient ex 
pansible material which‘ is not attacked by the well ?uids, 
and may suitably be a hydrocarbon-resistant synthetic 
rubber ‘such as Thiokol'or neoprene. By reason‘ of the 
difference in the diameters of conduit 10, retaining plates 
11 and I2, and sealing ring 14, the device comprises an 
enclosed annular chamber, the lateral surfaces of which 
are de?ned by the opposed faces of plates 11 and 12 
and the longitudinal surfaces of which are'de?ned by the 
outer'surface of conduit‘ 10 and the innerv surface of seal 
ing ring 14. Said annular chamber is substantially com 
pletely ?lled with a body 15a of a material which changes 
from a solid to a‘ liquid with an increase in volume at 
a ‘temperature between that of the atmosphere at the 
earth’s surface and that which exists within the well bore 
at the 'point where the device is to be employed. 

Operation of the device'of Figures 1 and 2 is as fol 
lows: The assembly is coupled to‘ the well ‘tubing by 
means of the screw threads on conduit 10 and is'lowered 
into the Well casing‘ to the desired level. Inasmuch as 
the body of a meltable material‘ 15a has ‘a melting point 
below that ‘which exists at such level, upon the‘ attain 
ment of equilibrium temperature'conditions body 15a 
will melt to form a body'of ‘liquid (15b in Figure 2) of 
increased volume. The force of’ the expansion is directed 
radially and‘outwardly' a'gainst'the inner surface of seal 
ing ‘ring 14, and‘ the latter, being resilient and expansible, 
is thusv forced outwardly against casing 513 to form a 
?uid-tight seal therewith as shown in Figure 2. ' 
' ‘Referring now to Figure 3, the device'there shown 
is a plugging tool which'is‘similar in purpose and con 
struction to that of Figures 1 and 2, except that two seal 
ing rings are provided in order to cope with higher pres 
sure dilferentials across the tool. Said device consists 
of a body member 20 having three retaining plates 21, 22 
and 23’ rigidly a?ixed ‘thereto. Upper and lower seal 
ing rings 24 and 25, respectively, are held between the 
opposed faces of retaining plates Hand 22 and 22 and 
23, respectively.‘ Upper-and lower bodies of meltable 
material 26 and 27, respectively, substantially'?ll the two 
annular closed spaces de?ned by the sealing rings, the re 
taining plates and the conduit. 'The operation of the 
device is exactly like that of the device of Figures 1 
and 2. ‘ ‘ 

We are aware that it has been proposed to construct 
packing and plugging tools in which a resilient sealing 
element is forced outwardly against the'well casing by 
means of a ?uid which is forced down the well tubing or 
other conduit under pressure. The devices of the pres 
ent invention, however, operate under an entirely differ 
ent principle in that the pressure which forces the seal 
ing element outwardly against the‘ well casing is devel 
oped, not by a pump at the earth‘s surface and trans: 
mitted to the device via a column of ?uid, or even by the 
hydrostatic head of a column of liquid, but rather by a 
body ‘of material undergoing the increase in volume which 
accompanies a change from the solid to the liquid state. 
The pressures generated during such change in state are 
known to be remarkably high, but insofar as we are 
aware they have ‘not heretofore been employed for actué 
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The meltable material employed in the devices of the ' 
invention is preferably a hydrocarbon wax, i.e., a solid 
paraf?n, but may beany material which increases, in 
volume upon changing, from the solid-'to the'liquid 
state._ As 1 previously. stated, such change of state 
should ‘occur at- a temperature above that of the 
atmosphere at the well head but below that which pre 
vails at the'point within the well bore where the sealing 
element is to be actuated.‘ Such temperature is ordinarily 
between about 75° and about 300° _F, Thehydro-_ 
carbon waxes are preferred by reason of their low cost, 

10 

their inertness with vrespect to materials of construction 1 
and, in particular, by'reason ,ofthe factthat they under 
go, a relatively large volume: change uponlmelting and 
can be blended tolhave substantially any desired melting 
point within the stated temperature range. Since it is 
usually desirable that thewax have a fairly, sharp melting 
point, relatively highly» re?ned, de-oiled waxes are espe 
cially preferred, particularly those which meltv fairly 
sharply in'the range _140°-—200° F. _The increase in 
volume _upon melting is of importance in that it deter? 
mines the dimensions of the device; , Thus, in the device. 
ofFigure 1, if the body of meltable material 15a is, of 
such nature that the increase inpvolume upon, melting is, 
say, 5 percent, the outside diameter of sealing ring 14 

7' will haveito, be more nearly equal to the inside diameter ' 
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of casing 13 than if such volume increase is,'say, 20 per- " 
7 However, this is because, in the latter instance, 

sealing ring 14 will be expanded a greater radial'distance 
than because of anysubstantial difference in the pressure 
developed.v As a practical matter, we prefer to employ 
a hydrocarbonwax which undergoes a volume increas 
of atleast about 10 percent. 1 - 

In addition to the preferred hydrocarbon waxes, the 
body'of meltable'material may alsobecomposed of ‘a 
metal or ‘metal alloy having the appropriate melting point 
and also having the property of expanding on melting. 
Certain alloys of bismuth ‘possess these properties. In 
addition, reference to any dictionary of. chemical com; 

'pounds, e.g.,.The' Handbook of Chemistry‘and Physics, ' 
will. disclose'numerous organiccompounds which ful?ll 
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‘sampling device of Figure 4, the ‘tool is-inserted into the 
well bore on ‘the end of the tubing string, and is posi 
tioned within the bore so as to span the strata whose 
ef?uents are to be sampled. If the well in ?owing, super 
imposed pressure may be applied to the casing to prevent 
well ?uids from entering the same while the tool is 
being placed in positionf’Altérnatively, an inert gas 
may be forced down the well tubingiunder su?icient pres 
sure to prevent well ?uids from entering the tool during 
its positioning. The tool ,is- then ;-‘>‘se’v’. by holding it in 
place vuntilpthebodiesof para?inj wax melt by. reason of 
the ambient temperaturebeing abovetheir melting point. 
Such melting is accompanied by an increase in volume, 
and the pressure developed thereby is directed radially 
against the sealing rings, whereby the ‘latter expand out 
wardly to form ?uid-tight seals with the well casing. ' 
Once the tool has been “set” in this manner, the well 
is‘allowed to flow ‘and the e?luents from the strata 
spanned by each of the cylindrical shells 50 and 52 pass 
as individual streams,rvia perforations 55 in the well 
casing and perforations 53 in the shells, into each of the 
chambersenclosed. by. said? shells. Perforations 47a 
47biin conduit 40 allow the air ,or other gas which ?lls 
each chamber to be displa'ced'therefrom as the well ?uids 
enter perforations 53.v When equilibrium conditions have ' 
been established, the tool is withdrawn from the well 
bore. The contents ,of each of the chambers are rep-v 
resentative of the e?luent from each of the strataspanned 
by each of said chambers.’ :From the'dimensions of the 
tool, i.e., the length of each of the cylindrical shells and 
the known depth at which the tool waslpositionedpthe 
depthv and thickness of the variousstrata investigated are 
known, and examination of the contents of each chamber 
provides information: as. to.’ the nature and amount of 
the v?uids e?luent from ‘each of said strata.’ As is appar 
ent, ‘the device-may be constructed so as ,to, have any num 
berof chambersv extending between adjacent sealing rings 

j. held between adjacent retainingpilates constituting. a pair. 
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the requirements, and any of such compounds may be - 
V employed.’ . 

Referring now to Figure 4,'which illustrates another 
‘ embodiment oftthe invention in -the'form of avsimple 
well-?uid sampling tool, the device there shown com 
prises‘a conduit 40 provided with screw threads at ‘its 1 
upper end, whereby it maybe attached to. the well’ tubing. 

’ Retaining plates 41'—.46 are’ rigidly a?ixed, as by weld 
ing,ato'conduit 40Vin_spaced pairs; plates 41 and.42 form 
an upper spaced pair, plates '43 and 44 form a middle 
spaced pair, and plates 45. and 46‘ form arlower spaced 
pair. Conduit 40 is provided with'perforations 47a and 
47b '_between adjacent spaced pairs. of retaining plates. 
Sealing rings 48a, 48b, and 48c are held between each 
pair of retaining plates asrpreviously described in' con 
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Thedevice'efQP‘igure4 ‘may also ,be employed as a 
plugging tool toinject _a plugginggagentiiritp a particular 
stratum or. strata traversed. by? the-well b ‘I In ac 
cordance withsuclrL use, the device is‘employe above 
described to determine the location“of-thoselstrata from 
which ‘undesirable . well V?uids, e. g., ; water,; ?ow ‘into the 
well bore.. Those portions of the tool .-v_vhichwer_e found 
to: span a stratumorstrata producingidesired well ‘?uids 
are. then plugged ‘off as by inserting plugsin. perforations 
47;: ‘and/or its, counterparts“, The tool-is then rein 
Serted in. the well herein its previqus Position, whereby 
only those portions of the tool which span the sources 
of undesirable ?uidsrareiplaced iii/communication with 
_cgnduit .40.. Aisuitable plugging agents-g1, ggmentor 

V a ‘liquid capable of forming a S<>1id§§§in§ponla1ise 9f 
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nection with Figures 1-3, and each of the enclosed an- . 
.nular spaces de?ned by conduit 40 and each pair of retain-‘ 
ing plates and each sealing ring is ?lled with a body 49a, 
49b,. and 490 of a normally solid material . of suitable 
melting point, e.g., para?in wax having a melting point 

time, is pumped down conduit '40, through perforations 
477a,v 53 and 55, and into the strata wherein said _agent 
solidi?es to form _a plug. 7 The tool'p-is then withdrawn ' 
from the bore, wherebyonly those strata which produce 
desirable well ?uids,- are - placed 7 in communication with 

' the bore, 7 

60 

between,l40°' and 160°_F.- The upper retaining plate 

para?in' wax 49e-.-49c are introduced’ duringwassembly 
of the device, said ?ller holes being normally closed by 

with-lateral perforations 53,- ‘extend ‘between the opposed 
faces of adjacent pairs of retaining plates and engage the 
same in ?uid-tight relationship: The-dimensionsiof the 
device are such that it is normally capable of being -in5 

V of each pair,‘i.e., retaining plates 41,43 and 45, is pro- ' 
rrvided Wlth'? ?ller, hole through which the bodies of 65 

I plugs 56a'—56c. CylindricalishellsrSO and'51,» provided », 

serted into. well casing 54 which has? been perforated V ._ 

asat55. . . l .7 V . .. ..In. accordance ' with ‘one method-'- or employing the 75 

Referring now to Figure 5, there isishown a modi?ca— 
tion of the sampling tool ‘described above-in connection 

Figure 4. Those parts which they devices of Fig 
ures 4v-and, 5 have in?commoni are designated by like 
numerals. i The device, comprises a central’ conduit 40 
having retaining plates 41,_ 42, 43, 44,.and '45’; rigidly 
affixed thereto. in spacedpairs. Sealing, rings 48a, 48b 
and 480 are held between each pair, of retaining plates, 
and‘ each of the annular spaces formed ‘byeach, pair of 
retainingv plates and'the sealing ring associated therewith 
is substantially ?lled with a body 49a, 49b and 4900f a 
material such as para?‘in wax._ The tool ishshown posi 
tioned within well casing .54. in “set” condition, i.e., the 
bodiesmof wax;49a and 4% are ‘shown in ‘molten form 
with sealing-rings 48_a,—48c expanded tozform ?uid-tight 
seals with casing 54. a‘ 1 The latter is'perforatedas' at- 55. 
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Cylindrical shells 50a and 51a extend between adjacent 
pairs of retaining plates, thereby forming a series of 
closed chambers 57a and 57b. Within chamber 57a a 
conduit 58 communicates between the exterior of the tool 
and the interior of conduit 40, and a solenoid-operated 
valve 59 is interposed in conduit 58. Valve 59 is oper 
ated by an electric current supplied thereto from the 
earth’s surface via an electrical conductor 60 which passes 
through the wall of conduit 40 via. seal 64. By suitably 
operating valve 59 the well ef?uents which pass through 
perforations 55 can be diverted into chamber 57a through 
valve port 61. In employing the device of Figure 5 to 
obtain samples of the strata spanned by chamber 57a, 
the device is lowered into the well bore with valve 59 in 
closed position. When sealing rings 48a and 48b are 
set by the melting and accompanying expansion of the 
bodies of para?in wax 49a and 49b, valve 59 is opened 
to allow said well ?uids to enter chamber 57a via 
perforations 55, conduit 58,. valve 59, and port 61. When 
equilibrium conditions are attained, valve 59 is closed 
and the tool is withdrawn from the well bore. 

Figure 5 also shows a modi?cation whereby the device 
may be employed to determine the in situ properties of 
well e?iuents. Such modi?cation takes the form of 
instrument means 62 positioned in chamber 57b. Said 
instrument means are interposed in conduit 63 communi 
cating between the exterior of the tool and conduit 40, 
and may comprise a ?owmeter, a thermometer, a pres 
sure gauge, or any other instrument suitable for deter 
mining the properties of the ?uid which enters chamber 
57b via conduit 63. Instrument means 62 may be of 
the self-recording type or it may be a telemetering device 
which transmits the information it detects to the earth’s 
surface through an electrical conductor 65 which passes 
through the wall of conduit 40 via seal 66. Such de 
vices are well known in the art. 

In the preceding description of the operation of the 
devices of Figures 4 and 5 nothing was said concerning 
the manner in which the tool was removed from the well 
bore. In wells in which the e?luents from the various 
strata ?ow into the bore under more or less the same 
pressure, the sealing rings need not engage the well 
casing with any great degree of force, and in such instance 
the “set” tool may be withdrawn ‘from the bore simply 
by lifting it with su?icient force to overcome the rela 
tively small frictional resistance between the sealing 
rings and the well casing. In other cases, a refrigerating 
?uid may be forced down the central conduit to freeze 
the bodies of para?iin wax, or other meltable material, 
thereby causing them to contract and allowing the resilient 
sealing rings to retract out of engagement with the well 
casing. Alternatively, the device itself may be so con 
structed as to be retractable. Such a form of device is 
shown in Figure 6. 

Referring now to Figure 6, the device is shown posi 
tioned in a well bore prior to “setting” of the sealing 
elements. Said device comprises an upper conduit sec 
tion 70, a middle conduit section 71, provided with per 
forations 72, and a lower conduit section 73. The latter, 
at its lower end, threadedly engages supporting plate 90 
which rests on tool support 91 a?ixed to the inside of well 
casing 79. Upper conduit section 70 is attached to the 
lower end of well tubing string 74 by coupling 75. Each 
of said conduit sections is threadedly joined to the ad 
jacent conduit section through a packing element assem 
bly 76 or 76a. Each of the assemblies 76 and 76a con 
sists of upper and lower disc-shaped jaws, 77, 77a, 78 and 
78a, respectively, having outside diameters less than 
the inside diameter of perforated casing 79 in which 
the tool is positioned. Each jaw is provided with a 
threaded central opening ‘80 which receives and engages 
the end of one of‘the conduit sections as shown, and is 
further provided with an inwardly projecting shoulder 81 
which extends part-way across the inner diameter of the 
particular conduit section which the jaw engages. The 
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6 
adjacent faces of upper and lower jaws 77, 77a, 78 and 
78a are hollowed out back from their peripheries so that 
when the jaws are placed with said faces adjoining an 
annular space'exists between each pair of jaws. Resilient 
sealing rings 82 and 82a, having normal outside diameters 
less than the inside diameter of casing 79 and having inner 
diameters considerably greater than that of the aforesaid 
hollowed out portions of said jaws, are interposed be 
tween said jaws. A body 83a or 83b of solid material 
of suitable melting point ?lls the-remainder of the hol~ 
lowed-out space between each pair of jaws. Spool-shaped 
members 84a and 84b having upper and lower shoulder 
portions 85a, 85b, 86a and 86b, respectively, are posi 
tioned within the conduit in such manner that upper 
shoulder portions 85a and 86a overlap shoulder portions 
81 of upper jaws 77 and 78, respectively, and'rlower 
shoulder portions 85b and 86b overlap shoulder portions 
81 of lower jaws 77a and 78a, respectively. Spool-shaped 
members 84a ‘and 84b are of such length that the upper 
and lower shoulder portions thereof are separated by a 
distance greater than the combined thickness of shoulder 
portions 81 of upper and lower jaws 77, 77a, 78 and 78a. 
When the device is lowered into the well bore the tool 
is somewhat loosely held together by spools 84a and 84b, 
i.e., middle conduit section will hang from spool 84a via 
the shoulder 81 of jaw 77a engaging shoulder 85b of 
spool 84a, and lower conduit section will hang from spool 
84b via the shoulder of jaw 78a engaging shoulder 86b 
of spool 84b. Accordingly, jaws 77 and 77a and jaws 
78 and 78a will be separated slightly and some lateral 
motion will be possible. However, by making sealing 
rings 82 and 82a only slightly smaller than the internal 
diameter of casing 79, such lateral motion is minimized, 
and the distance by which the jaws are separated can be 
kept at a minimum by suitable dimensioning of the spools. 
Should the bodies of meltable material be soluble in the 
well ?uids, the well may be pumped dry or back pres 
sure applied during lowering of the tool in the bore.‘ 

Alternatively, sealing rings 82 and 82a may be made 
su?’iciently resilient to ?ll the space between the pairs of 
jaws even though the jaws are separated to some extent. 
When the device is positioned within the casing, resting 
on tool support 91 as shown, the weight of tubing string 
74 will maintain jaws 77 and 77a (and jaws 78 and 78a) 
tightly pressed together so that when bodies 83a and 83b 
of meltable material cannot exude between the respective 
jaws. When upper conduit section 70 and upper jaw 77 are 
raised, spool member 84a will likewise be raised by reason 
of its shoulder portion 85a engaging shoulder portion 81 
of upper jaw 77, but lower jaw 77a will not be raised 
until its shoulder portion 81 is engaged by lower shoulder 
portion 85b of spool 84a. After the tool has been “set" 
within casing 79 as a result of bodies 83a and 83b of 
solid material melting, when a lifting force is placed on 
well tubing 74, the jaws 77 and 77a of upper packing 
element assembly 76 will be pulled apart, thereby creat 
ing a larger enclosed space for the body of molten mate 
rial and allowing sealing ring 82 to contract. If such 
lifting force is continued, jaws 78 and 78a of lower pack 
ing element assembly 76a will similarly be pulled apart 
by engagement of spool 84b with shoulder portions 81 
of jaw members 78 and 78a. This arrangement permits 
the tool to be removed from the well after it has been 
set and sealing rings 82 and 82a expanded against casing 
79, and, furthermore, 'allaws the seals to be broken one 
at a time. 
The space between upper and lower packing element 

assemblies 76 and 76a and the exterior of middle conduit 
section 71 contains a body of a foraminous ?uid-sensitive 
material 87 held in place by a screen or other foraminous 
retainer 88. Fluid-sensitive material 87 is of such nature 
that it undergoes an observable chemical or physical 
change upon being contacted with a particular well ?uid. 
For example, it may comprise sawdust impregnated with 
a cobalt salt which changes color upon contact with water 
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or~brine. ’ When-the tool is-positioned-in the -iwell.bore 
and ‘thejwellr'is placed onrpr'odugction, the ?uid's'p'roduced 
iiy' 'me?sua=ig,_oppdsie tidal? pander-(sewn: 11;.wi11 
bass" through_?uidésensitiyeimaterial ; s7; ‘and into conduit 
section i11,;-Y1a“perforationsj _72. .Upon'. withdrawing the 
tool‘. andiekangination of ?uid-sensitiye material [it can 
pe'a’eiegminea from :the" 6010: thereof whether Sue; 'flnid 
is‘watervor brine ‘rat-her oill' Fluid-sensitive’; material 

' _\be' or ‘span, natjuretth‘atjitisweusgintcqmacp 
“0 eat the f tool ,se'ryes as,’ an Tautomatic 

' plugging ; orfwatefjshutotf, deyice._ ' (Fluid-‘sensitive’ mate} 
87>may also"bepoil-i'orjgasfsensitiye in QIdfer to’ rpl'ng'o?'fs'nch?uida.“ L p a _ v 

., meniplbyinggthe device provided byjthe invention. at 
rél'ativel'yagreat 'depthsljt maybe necessary to proyide 
means tot/prevent, the ‘bodies offmeltablye-i11aterial-~ from 
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pirating "(and '?iiisl “setting? the sealing rings) before , 
V wrtl'ieitool ‘reached ‘its desired point“ of‘ use } Such 
meanslmayi'jsuitablycomprise thermal insulation applied 
to'thef exposedffaces'u off," the retaininglplates. L Alterna: 
‘tiv'ely; thetemperature within the well bore may be’ tem 

' por'arily lowered to :atyaluebelow: the. melting‘ point of 
theg'm’elltable material by circulating]agrefrigerant throngh 
thegwen ‘bare prior 'to insertion'fof-the'tool. : I ' a; 

‘ :s'will" be appar__nt .to those-[skilled in ,the art," the 
principlefof the present invention, may be iappliedtola 
wide ‘variety of packers, plugs other tools,’ and the 
device of‘the invention may takerman'y forms'trother than 
those "illustrate'dfa'ndf described’ therein; In- its broadest 
aspect the'devi‘c'e" provided by ‘the inventionic'ompris‘es 
an‘ elongated body'porft'ion adapted ‘to be lowered, into 
'a_well bore'Qat least .twolspacediretainirig members, ex 
tending from the outer snrfaceof the body member sub 
stantially perpendiciilar, to theaxis'zjther'eofv, aeqminucus 
resilientjeiipansiblesealing.ring held between adjacent 
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35 

retainingv members adjacent the lpieriphe'riesthereqfxand ‘ 
la bddyofinertfsolidmat'erial which’expands'upon melting 

V and which I‘ has lei-‘melting2 point. betweenv the atmospheric 
' :te‘niperat'ufe’at‘the‘earth’s surface ‘and the ambien'ttem; 
peratur'e aft/the point within the well bore where‘thé'tool 
is to" be‘ positioned, "said body ’ of "solid 'material being 
held between-adjacentretaining members and occupying 
Ithefspace between the body‘portio'n and thesealing'ri'ngl 
The térm'f‘ineirt’? is'intended "m1 ‘lithium: body at ‘50nd’ 

' ,mat‘er'ialit'o: those materials which do not chemically’ at 
tack ‘the 7 elements 'by which said bodies are-contained, 
' ' Uthermodesi‘of applying the principle of our inventlon 
may be employedinstead oftho'se‘explained, change being 

'rmadei‘ as'mregar'ds the ‘elements or “means employedjpro 
fvisiged‘tne appata'ws' sated-by, any vitae. .fo?qwms ?ees; 
‘or the ‘equiyalent‘of stated apparatus‘, beiconstructed ' 
ar‘empiby‘ea; ‘ _t _ l V > V_ 

I‘We, itheréforq?partienlarly point out and distinctly 
iclainiasloiir invention: i. 7 i ' - 

7 =1. 

fadapted-tolbe'lowered into a well bore; at least two spaced 
‘rigid , retaining ‘members "éi?ixe'd ‘to 'said bodyx portion and 
sit-tending- ontwardly" from‘ the longitudinal aii's‘lithereof‘, 
fthe opposedifacesz of retaining 
ing‘oye'r aisnbistantial "portion of the cross-sectional area , . 
“of thewellbore; T-‘a continuous annular resilient 'eirpansible 
‘sealing-elementrieirtending between opposed'vfa'ces (of 
h?jaeent retainingrnembers adjacent the peripheries there 
Tdf‘ £11161 éu?§1ias1ing§aid b9dr'p'91‘ti9n at a ‘distance there 
from; and; ‘body iclf inertniaterialisilésiae?ally ‘?lling > 
the annular space enclosed by adjacent retainingrmembe'rs 
‘and thevvsealing ‘element associated therewith and "said 
b‘o‘dymemb‘er, said material being ‘one having a melting 
pointf'aboye‘ the temperature 'of'the atmosphere tat‘the 
learth’ssurface ‘but below-that~ at‘the ‘location within“ the 
{Well bore wheref the tool "is' to be‘ emplbiled'and alsobeing 
:o'newhich' increases 'in' voliimei 'upon melting‘. ‘ Awaited as de?ned by elaim v1" whe‘rein‘said 

well tool comprising an“ elongated body portion 

45 

t ofrrand?yextending outwardly’ fromQsaid conduit‘ in hori-r 
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whichrincreases‘in'volume 1?; an ‘Extent of, at least.’ about 
'1-0 P§P¢¢11U1P01lmeltingL “ ~ ' - ~ 7 

; 3; 'Aiwell tool as de?nédab'y claim 11 whe‘réinisa‘id Eddy V 
of ,inert‘ material consists ‘of _ a metal: alloy‘; , ,' ' ‘- p, a ,. 
i 4:.‘Awé11 reel eemprjiéingaiheuow‘elongated conduit 
laterally ; perforated Toy‘ portion: of length. and 
adapted to be lowered _ into a‘ we; bore for!‘‘ a'fwéll" tub; 
ing'rstring;v ‘an upper pair of spaced rigidtretai?in'glnien'i’i 
bers affixed to. said (conduit abate alp'e'rfolr‘at'edlportio? 
tIiEi'éQf and éxwnrdiilgr ?lltwii'dlyufr 651. Said. :- ¢O11¢l1if in 
horizontal planes perpeneiculargw the ‘longitndinal’ thereof, the opposed’ face‘siof the retaining members’ which 

' Constitutesaid'nppeii piairioffbei?g Substantially :circnl'ar 
and having diametefsfemallerfthan the linsidef‘diamet'erlof 
'saidlwell bore; ~21 'jlOW'ei‘ pa ,bfuspa'ced' retaining 
ine'mbers a?ixed‘to 'said conduit 'beloiiiv a"pe'r_foratedfpor_; 
tion thereof and extending w‘ou'thh'ardly,"from said conduit 
in horizbntal planes \Pérbe'?dicnlar to .{m‘e' thereof, 
the opposed faces of the retaining. vmembers Whichcorié 
js‘titute ts'aid' lower pair being‘, substantially circular 'and 
having diameters smaller‘ vthan'fthet inside“ diameter’ 'of 
saidwellxbdmjv a continuous ‘annular resilient ,eirpahsible 
sealirigjri’n'gw 'extendihglbetwéen' the’opposed'fabes' of the 
retaining mémbersiwhich:‘constitiite'reach vof said pairs 
‘adjacent’ the, peripheries".itlie'reofv and ‘surrounding said 
conduit at La‘distancetherefronigiazbody of inert material 
substantially. 511mg the ; annular ‘‘space enclosed ‘b etweén 
ith'e retainingfmem'bers which constit?te‘each of said'pairs 
‘and between ‘each, of said sealing‘ ‘elementshand said con 
duitasaid material beingone haying a melting point'above 
the temperature =0? thisv s1t1ii°$Pheraiia1 the‘ear?i’é Sili 
faceubut Lthat'atthe location within" the T-viell bore 
where’ :thetool to'be employed-"andialsoibein'g one 
which increases in yolnme upon melting; and a perforated 

V tubular member extending between said- upper and lower 
pairs of retaining members adjacent‘ the; peripheries 

th?rleqf-t ;‘ ' J?’ i 1 ' ‘f 5V: well tool as‘de?ned by claim 4;whereinjsaid body 
ofpinert material consists :of a hydrocarbon wax which 
increasesjin yolume toan ,extentgof at'least-Vabout 1Q-per-' 
pent uponkmeltingi 1 r. , . a ~ ~ ,. 

lj (. well vtool comprising a hollow; elongatedconduit 
laterally "perforated vover 1a lportionwof its; length, and 
adapted to ‘be lowered into 'a-welltbore on-‘adwell- tubing 
Stringer! upper pairgof spaced .n'gid -,'retaining-member.s 
affixed to saidconduitlabove ‘a perforated; portion there, 

"zontal planes;v perpendicular .toyfth'e longitudinal Zaxis 
thereof, the opposed vfaces of 'the' retaining;_members 

‘ ‘which constitute vsaid upper ‘pair being-,substantiallygcir 
Icnlar and having diameters smaller than-the inside di 
ameter of said wellboreya- lower v'pairiof- spaced‘; rigid 
retaining "members; affixed to’, said‘conduit below a per 
forated portion thereof and extending outwardly from 
said‘ conduit in’ horizontali-jplane'sjperpendicnlar to: the 
‘axis thereof, ‘the opposed, fac'es ofthe'fretaining meni 
bers which ‘constitute’ said lower pair‘bein'g Substantially 
circular and ‘having ‘diameters-"smaller :than' theyiinside 
diameter ‘of said- well here; a continuous annular re‘ 
-_silient ' expansible - sealing » ring extending’ between :the ' op 
posed faces offthe ‘retaining members whichfconsititute 
eachV'ofsaide-pairs‘adjacent: theE peripheries thereof and 
surrounding said conduit atadistance therefrom; 'a; body 
of inert material substantially 5 ?llingvtheT annulai‘. ' space 
enclosed between'lthe retaining members which con‘ 
stitute reach‘ of said pairs and-between each (of ‘said sealing 
ielementsla'nd‘eaid conduitj-saidlmaterial being-one hav 
ing a melting point above the ‘temperature of the' at 
mosphere at the ‘earth’s surface but below that at-rtherlo 
cation within-the well‘ bore where‘the‘ tool. isr'to be em 
ployed and also-‘being v'one:1_‘v"vhich "increasesin yolume 
upon'im‘el-tin'g; and {a body‘of'a foraminous _?uid-sensiti\(e 
material extending'betweenisaid ‘upper and lower pairs of 
irjeta'inmmmbesv 1; a . a 
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7. A well tool as de?ned by claim 6 wherein said body 
of inert material consists of a hydrocarbon wax which 
increases in volume to an extent of at least about 10 per 
cent upon melting. 

8. A well tool as de?ned by claim 6 wherein said 
foraminous ?uid-sensitive material is a material which 
undergoes observable physical change upon being con 
tacted with aqueous well e?iuents. 

9. A well tool comprising a hollow elongated conduit 
laterally perforated over a portion of its length and 
adapted to ‘be lowered into a well bore in a well tubing 
string; an ‘upper pair of spaced rigid retaining mem 
bers a?ixed to said conduit above a perforated portion 
thereof and extending outwardly from said conduit in 
horizontal planes perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
thereof, the opposed faces of the retaining members 
which constitute said upper pair being substantially cir 
cular and having diameters smaller than the inside di 
ameter of said well bore; a lower pair of spaced rigid 
retaining members al'?xed to said conduit below a per 
forated portion thereof and extending outwardly from 
said conduit in horizontal planes perpendicular to the 
axis thereof, the opposed faces of the retaining members 
which constitute said lower pair being substantially cir 
cular and having diameters smaller than the inside di 
ameter of said well bore; a continuous annular resilient 
expansible sealing ring extending between the opposed 
faces of the retaining members which constitute each of 
said pairs adjacent the peripheries thereof and surround 
ing said conduit at a distance therefrom; a body of inert 
material substantially ?lling the annular space enclosed 
between the retaining members which constitute each of 
said pairs and between each of said sealing elements and 
said conduit, said material being one having a melting 
point above the temperature of the atmosphere at the 
earth’s surface but below that at the location within the 
well bore where the tool is to be employed and also being 
one which increases in volume upon melting; and a body 
of a foraminous fluid-sensitive material disposed exterior 
of said conduit and extending across each of the perfora 
tions therein. 

10. A well tool as de?ned by claim 9 wherein said 
body of inert material consists of a hydrocarbon wax 
which increases in volume to an extent of at least about 
10 percent upon melting. 

11. A well tool as de?ned by claim 9 wherein said 
foraminous ?uid-sensitive material is a material which 
undergoes observable physical change upon being con 
tacted with aqueous well e?iuents. 

12. A well tool comprising a hollow elongated conduit 
laterally perforated over a portion of its length and 
adapted to be lowered into a well bore in a well tubing 
string; an ‘upper pair of spaced rigid retaining members 
aflixed to said conduit above a perforated portion thereof 
and extending outwardly from said conduit in horizontal 
planes perpendicular to the longitudinal axis thereof, the 
opposed faces of the retaining members which constitute 
said upper pair being substantially circular and having 
diameters smaller than the inside diameter of said well 
bore; a lower pair of spaced rigid retaining members 
affixed to said conduit below a perforated portion thereof 
and extending outwardly from said conduit in horizontal 
planes perpendicular to the axis thereof, the opposed 
faces of the retaining members which constitute said 
lower pair being substantially circular and having diame 
ters smaller than the inside diameter of said well bore; 
a continuous annular resilient expansible sealing ring ex 
tending between the opposed faces of the retaining mem 
bers which constitute each of said pairs adjacent the pe 
ripheries thereof and surrounding said conduit at a 
distance therefrom; a body of inert material substantially 
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10 
?lling the annular space enclosed between the retaining 
members which constitute each of said pairs and between 
each of said sealing elements and said conduit, said ma 
terial being one having a melting point above the tem 
perature of the atmosphere at the earth's surface but 
below that at the location within the well bore where the 
tool is to be employed and also being one which increases 
in volume upon melting; a tubular member extending 
between said upper and lower pairs of retaining members 
adjacent the peripheries thereof; and controllable valve 
means in register with a perforation in said tubular mem 
ber for establishing and disestablishing communication 
between the exterior of the tool and the annular space 
between said tubular member and said conduit. 

13. A well tool as de?ned by claim 12 wherein said 
body of inert material consists of a hydrocarbon wax 
which increases in volume to an extent of at least about 
10 percent upon melting. 

14. A well tool as de?ned by claim 13 wherein means 
for detecting physical conditions within the annular 
space between said tubular member and said conduit are 
positioned therein. 7 

15. A well tool comprising an elongated body portion 
adapted to be lowered into a well bore on a well tub 
ing string; a plurality of circular rigid retaining plates 
a?xed to said conduit and extending outwardly there 
from in horizontal planes perpendicular to the longitu 
dinal aixs thereof, said retaining plates having diameters 
smaller than the inside diameter of said well bore and 
being a?'ixed to said conduit in a con?guration of a plu 
rality of spaced pairs; a plurality of continuous annular 
inert resilient expansible sealing rings, each of which 
extends between the opposed faces of the retaining plates 
which constitute each of said pairs adjacent the pe 
ripheries thereof; a body of inert material substantially 
?lling each of the annular spaces de?ned by said conduit 
and the opposed faces of the retaining plates which con 
stitute each of said pairs and the sealing ring associated 
therewith, said inert material being one having a melting 
point above the temperature of the earth’s surface but 
below that at the level it occupies within the well bore 
when the tool is in use and also being one which in 
creases in volume upon melting; and a plurality of per 
forate tubular members each of which extends between 
adjacent pairs of said retaining plates adjacent the pe 
ripheries thereof. 

16. A well tool as de?ned by claim 15 wherein said 
body of inert material consists of a hydrocarbon wax 
which increases in volume to an extent of at least about 
10 percent upon melting. 

17. A well tool as de?ned by claim 15 wherein said 
elongated body portion is a hollow conduit and means 
are disposed within the annular spaces between said tubu 
lar members and said conduit for placing said annular 
spaces in communication with said conduit. 

18. A well tool as de?ned by claim 15 wherein said 
tubular members are perforated and said conduit is per 
forated over those portions of its length which extend 
between adjacent pairs of said retaining plates. 

19. A well tool as de?ned by claim 15 wherein means 
for detecting physical conditions within the annular 
spaces between said tubular members and sad body 
member are positioned within at least one of said annular 
spaces. 
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